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Marek: Tue Sep 13 19:26:13 PDT 1994Je�: Mon Sep 19 20:06:38 EDT 19941 IntroductionThe page migration problem arises as a memory management problem for a globally addressed sharedmemory in a multiprocessor system [5, 6, 22]. A common design for such a system is a network ofprocessors, each of which has its own local memory [10, 19, 24]. In such a design, a programmingabstraction of a single global memory address space is supported by a virtual memory system thatdistributes one or more copies of each physical page of memory among the processors' local memories.If processor p contains a copy of page b, then it can directly read and write memory addresses on b.If p does not have a copy, however, then it must satisfy memory accesses by transmitting a requestthrough the network to some processor q that does have a copy of b and by waiting for an answer fromq. The communication cost of this request depends upon the network, and may vary depending onthe choice of p and q. Essentially the same situation arises in distributed databases, where multiplecopies of a data �le may be stored at various local nodes.Having a given virtual page stored at multiple processors reduces communication overhead duringreads, but introduces the problem of maintaining consistency among the multiple copies during writes,something for which most multiprocessors do not provide mechanisms [6]. Therefore, various networkdesigners have proposed restricting each writable page to a single copy [5, 6, 22], and allowing theoperating system to move the page between processors in response to changes in access patterns.The page migration problem is to decide, on-line, a sequence of page movements that minimizes thetotal cost of communication over all requests.We formalize the page migration problem as follows: An instance of the problem consists of ametric space M (representing the network) and an integer constant D � 1 (the page size factor).Let s 2 M denote the current position of the page, which we think of as a \server." A sequence %of requests arrives on-line. Each request is a point r 2 M (representing a processor which needs toaccess the page). Once a request r arrives, it must be immediately served at cost dsr, the distancefrom s to r, which we also call the remote service cost. We are then allowed to move the server froms to any other point x at cost D � dsx. This is called the movement cost. The total cost associatedwith servicing r is thus dsr + D � dsx. We assume that before the �rst request the server may bemoved from its initial position s to an arbitrary point x at cost D � dsx.Among on-line optimization problems, the k-server problem, proposed by Manasse, McGeoch,and Sleator [18] is perhaps the best known and most widely studied [4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20].In their original paper, Manasse et al. also de�ne the k-server with excursions problem, in which kmobile servers move through a metric space, paying costs for movements and for remote accesses,where these costs need not be related. Apart from a few results for (n� 1) servers in a metric spacewith n points [18], nothing is known about this problem. Page migration can be viewed as a special2



case of the 1-server problem with excursions, in which the movement cost is a constant factor timesthe remote access cost.Fix a metric space M and D � 1. Let A be an on-line algorithm for the page migration problemin M and with page size factor D. For a given initial position s and a request sequence %, we denotethe location of the server managed by algorithm A after serving sequence % by A(s; %) and the costincurred by A on a request sequence % by costA(s; %).Algorithm A is called c-competitive if for each s 2M there is a constant as such thatcostA(s; %) � c � costA0(s; %) + as (1)for all request sequences % and all algorithms A0. (However, in this paper all algorithms will haveas = 0.)Formally, a randomized algorithm for the page migration problem is a probability measure onthe set of all deterministic algorithms for that problem. If A is such a randomized algorithm, welet costA(s; %) denote the expected cost incurred by A on a request sequence %, given initial positions, and we say that A is c-competitive if (1) then holds for all choices of x and % and for everydeterministic algorithm A0.In the literature of competitive analysis, an on-line problem is often viewed as a game playedagainst an adversary that generates requests on-line. An adversary is called adaptive if during thegame it is allowed to know the state of the on-line algorithm, and hence adjust its strategy in responseto the random choices of the algorithm. An adversary is called oblivious if it only knows the on-linealgorithm and, consequently, it knows the probability distribution of the state at every time stepbut not the actual state. An adversary must choose its own algorithm to satisfy the requests and ischarged the cost incurred by its algorithm on the request sequence. An o�-line adversary is allowedto choose its algorithm after the entire request sequence has been generated. An on-line adversarymust choose its algorithm before any requests are generated. The oblivious on-line and obliviouso�-line adversaries are equivalent in power. Our de�nition of randomized competitiveness assumesthat the adversary is oblivious.Black and Sleator [6] consider two classes of networks: uniform spaces (complete graphs with eachedge having length 1) and trees with arbitrary edge lengths. They develop 3-competitive deterministicalgorithms for these two cases. In addition, they show that no deterministic algorithm could be betterthan 3-competitive in any metric space with at least two points. Black and Sleator conjecture thata 3-competitive algorithm exists for all metric spaces. Very recently, Awerbuch et al. [1] have givena 6-competitive algorithm for the general case, which is the best upper bound known so far.Westbrook [23] gives a randomized algorithm for the uniform network whose competitivenessconstant approaches (5+p17)=4 � 2:28 as D approaches in�nity, a (3+p5)=2 � 2:618-competitiverandomized algorithm for general networks, and a randomized algorithm that is 3-competitive againstan on-line adaptive adversary. 3



Similar memory management problems are examined in [4, 7, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20]. Practical issuesand applications of page migration are discussed more fully in [5, 6, 22]. The �le assignment probleminvolves the static allocation of multiple copies of data �les to the nodes of a distributed system. Fileassignment has received a great deal of attention in the database community (see e.g. [11]). Adaptiveversions of this problem have been studied [25], and our work has bearing on these problems.A major di�culty in traditional competitive analysis has been to understand optimal o�-linealgorithms. In particular, it is almost always impossible to know when, or to where, an optimalalgorithm will move its server (the page). The approach in this paper is to use work functions, whichcompletely describe the actions of the adversary to the extent that an on-line algorithm can knowthem, and which provide a systematic approach to problems of competitive analysis. Work functionswere de�ned in [9]. A similar concept was de�ned earlier in [18] in the context of the server problem.Each algorithm in this paper maintains a current work function !, where, for each x 2 M , !(x) isthe algorithm's estimate of the optimal cost of servicing the past request sequence in such a way thatthe current server location is x. An algorithm then uses the work function to decide a move.Overview of the paper. We �rst consider randomized algorithms. In Section 4 we considerthe simple case where the metric space consists of only two points. We present a (2+ 12D )-competitiverandomized algorithm, EDGE, and prove a matching lower bound. The lower bound proof uses apotential argument, similar to the method frequently used for proving upper bounds. EDGE will beused as a building block to construct more complex algorithms.In Section 5 we consider uniform spaces of arbitrary size. Quite unexpectedly, this problemappears to be very hard. We give an extension of EDGE to uniform spaces, prove that this extensionis optimal for D = 1; 2, and conjecture that it is optimal for any D � 3.In Section 6 we present a randomized algorithm for trees called FACTOR, which can be viewedas a product of a number of instances of EDGE (one instance for each edge). FACTOR is (2 + 12D )-competitive, i.e., optimal. The \factoring" technique is similar to the technique used in [3, 13] instudying sequential search. FACTOR can also be applied, with the same competitive constant, tometric spaces that are Cartesian products of trees with the L1 metric, including hypercubes andmeshes.We then present a number of results about deterministic algorithms. We show how to use con-tinuity in certain spaces to turn a randomized algorithm into a deterministic one with the samecompetitive constant. This leads to (2 + 12D )-competitive algorithms for certain spaces (such as IRnunder the Manhattan metric) which are products of continuous trees. We also derive an algorithmfor IRn under any norm with a competitive ratio that tends to 1+� as D grows large, where � is thegolden ratio, � 1:618. (This algorithm actually works for any normed metric space over IR.) Nextwe disprove the conjecture of Black and Sleator by giving a simple metric space for which there is nodeterministic algorithm with competitiveness constant better than 8527 � 3:148 for D = 1. For D = 1,we also give an optimal 3-competitive algorithm for any 3-point metric space. This algorithm uses4



forgiveness, a technique that has recently been applied to develop an 11-competitive algorithm forthe 3-server problem [8]. We also have a computer-aided proof showing that this result cannot beextended to 4-point spaces.2 Work Functions and Competitive AnalysisFollowing [9], we introduce the idea of a work function. Informally, at each step in the processing ofa request sequence %, we will have an associated work function ! such that !(x) is a lower boundon the cost paid by any algorithm to serve the request sequence up to that point and end with theserver located at point x. Although, due to the lack of information about future requests, an on-linealgorithm usually cannot know the optimum location of the server, it can use the work function toestimate how much an optimum algorithm has paid so far given that its server is currently locatedat a particular point.Fix a space M and a page size factor D. We say that ! :M ! IR+ is a work function if it satis�esthe following two conditions:(wf1) !(x)� !(y) � D � dxy for all x; y 2M .(wf2) For all x 2M , supy fD � dxy � !(y)g <1.Note that by (wf1), we can replace the universal quanti�er in (wf2) by the existential one.Given an initial position s and a request sequence %, we say that a work function ! is a workfunction for (s; %) if it satis�es the following additional condition:(wf3) For all x 2 M , the cost incurred by any algorithm that starts at point s, serves %,and ends with the server at point x, is at least !(x).By WM;D we denote the set of work functions for a given metric space M and page size D. Forsimplicity, in the remainder of this section we write W = WM;D, assuming M and D are �xed.the update operator ^ : W �M ! W is de�ned as(!^r)(x) = infz f!(z) + dzr +D � dzxg:Lemma 2.1 If ! is a work function then, for any r 2 M , the updated function !^r is also a workfunction. Furthermore, if ! is a work function for some (s; %), then !^r is a work function for(s; %r).Proof: We �rst verify that (wf1) holds for !0 = !^r. For any x; y 2M ,!0(x) = infz f!(z) + dzr +D � dzxg� infz f!(z) + dzr +D � dzy +D � dxyg = !0(y) +D � dxy:5



Next, we verify that (wf2) holds for !0. For any x 2M ,supy �D � dxy � !0(y)	 = supy;z fD � dxy � !(z)� dzr �D � dzyg� supz fD � dzx � !(z)g:The last quantity is �nite since (wf1) holds for !.It is easy to see that condition (wf3) is true for !0 with respect to %r. If A is an algorithm thathas its server in position y when the request r arrives, and then moves its server to x, by inductionits cost on %r is at least!(y) + dyr +D � dyx � infz f!(z) + dzr +D � dzxg = !0(x):Inductively, we extend the update operator to sequences of requests (" = the empty requestsequence): !^" = !; and!^%r = (!^%)^r:For x 2M , let �x(y) = D �dxy . We call �x a characteristic function. For each s 2M and requestsequence %, de�ne !s;% = �s^%.Lemma 2.2 The function !s;% is a work function for (s; %).Proof: By induction on %. For the basis, we observe that !s;" = �s is a work function for the emptysequence, since any algorithm must pay at least D �dsx to move its server from s to x. The inductivestep follows from Lemma 2.1.We now prove that !s;% is the work function for (s; %) that has maximum value at each point.Lemma 2.3 For each � > 0, s; x 2 M , and request sequence % = r1r2 : : :rn, for n � 0, there is aservice sequence x0; x1; x2; : : : ; xn = x for % such thatD � dsx0 + n�1Xi=0 �dxiri+1 +D � dxixi+1� � !s;%(x) + �:Proof: By induction on n. If n = 0, let x0 = x. For n � 1, let %0 = r1 : : : rn�1. Pick y such that!s;%0(y) + dyrn +D � dxy � !s;%(x) + �=2By the inductive assumption, there are s = x0; : : : ; xn�1 = y such thatD � dsx0 + n�2Xi=0 �dxiri+1 +D � dxixi+1� � !s;%0(y) + �=2;6



and the lemma follows.Every work function described in this paper will have a well-de�ned minimum (i.e., a point x 2Msuch that !(x) = infz !(z)), and hence we will replace the in�mum by a minimum in the updateoperator. This implies we can let the � in Lemma 2.3 go to zero, and speak of the \optimum"algorithm, denoted OPT. (It is possible to construct metric spaces in which there is no optimumalgorithm and no minimum cost.) We abbreviate minz !(z) by min(!). The optimum cost of servicing% starting at s is costOPT(s; %) = min(!s;%).2.1 O�set functionsThe o�set operator # :WM;D ! WM;D is de�ned as follows:( #!)(x) = !(x)�min(!)A function � is an o�set function if � = #! for some work function !. Equivalently, � is an o�setfunction if it satis�es conditions (wf1) and (wf2) and min(�) = 0.The optimal o�set function is the function �s;% = # !s;%. The optimal o�set function tells howmuch more than the current minimum an optimal algorithm must have paid providing that its serveris currently at point x.It is generally easier to deal with o�set functions than work functions. In our problems, o�setfunctions are easily characterized.2.2 Competitive analysisWe can prove that a given algorithm A is c-competitive by showing that costA(s; %) � c �costOPT(s; %)for any initial positions s and request sequence %.Let % = r1r2 : : : rm, and for 1 � i � m let %i = r1r2 : : :ri. In our proofs of competitiveness, wewill use a potential function � : M �M� ! IR+. We will show that for each 1 � i � m,costA(s; %i)� costA(s; %i�1) + �(s; %i)� �(s; %i�1) � c � (costOPT(s; %i)� costOPT(s; %i�1)) : (2)Summing over i, this gives costA(s; %) + �(s; %)� �(s; ") � c � costOPT(s; %). If �(s; %)� �(s; ") � 0,the competitiveness of A follows. We shall typically abbreviate Inequality (2) by�costA + �� � c ��costOPT:As mentioned above, we shall work with o�set functions rather than work functions. We use thefollowing property: if � = #! thenmin(�^r) = min(!^r)�min(!): (3)7



This property is easily veri�ed using the de�nitions of update and o�set. The current o�setsu�ces, therefore, to compute �costOPT following a request.The potential functions we use in this paper will in fact depend only on the server location andthe current o�set function, and thus we will view them as functions � :M �W ! IR+.3 Randomized AlgorithmsIn the next several sections we present randomized algorithms for a single edge, a tree, and anyCartesian product of trees under the L1 metric. In this section we give some preliminary de�nitions.A randomized algorithm is a probability distribution on the set of all deterministic algorithmsfor a given problem. Equivalently, one can view a randomized algorithm as an algorithm that makesrandom choices at each step. Given a new request, such an algorithm determines a probabilitydistribution of the new server location.Finite distributions. A probability distribution � on a set S is said to be �nite if there exists a�nite set X �M such that �(X) =Px2X �(x) = 1. If � is a �nite distribution on S and �(X) = 1,we will also say that X supports �. The smallest set that supports � is called the support of �. Ifthe support of � is a singleton, fxg, by an abuse of notation, we will identify x and �, e.g., we willwrite � = x. Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we say \distribution" for short whenwe mean �nite probability distribution.If �1; : : : ; �k are distributions, and Pki=1 pi = 1, then the linear combination� = kXi=1 pi�iwhere �(x) =Pki=1 pi�i(x) for all x, is also a distribution.We use two formalisms to describe randomized algorithms for an on-line problem. A barelyrandom algorithm, A, for a problem is a �xed distribution on a �nite set of deterministic algorithms,fA0;A1; : : :ANg, for that problem. A operates by �rst choosing Ai with probability pi, then followingAi deterministically. Hence a random choice is made only once, during initialization. We denote abarely random algorithm constructed in this way byA = NXi=1 piAi:Some barely random algorithms are given in [21, 23].On the other hand, a distribution-speci�ed algorithm A is a deterministic function, whereA(s; %) isa distribution on a set of states for each start state s and request sequence %. If � is the distribution8



of the current state, and if r is a request, then the algorithm must choose, deterministically, adistribution � of the next state. The method of transition from � to � is determined by a \minimaltransport," de�ned below.Transports. Suppose that � and � are distributions on sets A and B, respectively, and that a\distance" dxy is given for every x 2 A and y 2 B. We de�ne a transport from � to � to bedistribution � on A �B such that�(x) = Xy �(x; y) for all x 2 A;�(y) = Xx �(x; y) for all y 2 B:A transport describes a way for a randomized algorithm A to change the distribution of its statefrom � to �, by specifying for each pair of states (x; y) the probability that it starts at x and endsat y. To move between distributions � and �, the algorithm examines its actual state. If that stateis x, then A moves to state y with probability �(x; y)=�(x).We de�ne h�i = Xx Xy dxy � �(x; y); and��� = min fh�i : � is a transport from � to �g:We call an � for which h�i = ��� a minimal transport from � to �. The value of ��� is called thetransport distance between � and �. It can be calculated in polynomial time by a linear program.For x; y 2 M , note that dxy (the distance from x to y) and �xy (the transport distance betweendistributions supported by fxg and fyg) are equal.We assume that any distribution-speci�ed algorithm uses a minimum transport to move betweendistributions. In order to agree with the formal de�nition of a randomized algorithm, we mustshow how a distribution-speci�ed randomized algorithm is a probability measure on the set of alldeterministic algorithms. Let A be any distribution-speci�ed randomized algorithm. For each realnumber 0 < t � 1, we de�ne a deterministic algorithm At, in such a manner thatA = Z AtdtThat is, for any 0 � p � 1, A follows At for some t � p with probability p.The At are de�ned in such a way that if the probability is � that A moves from x to y, then Atmoves deterministically from x to y for all t in some set whose measure is �.We de�ne At as follows. Let s be the initial position and % the sequence. of requests up to thepresent step. Let � be the distribution of A before the next request at r, and � is the distribution of9



A after that request, and choose a minimal transport � from � to �. Let U(s; %; x; t) be the Lebesquemeasure of f0 < u � t j Au(s; %) = xg. Let fy1; : : :yng be the support of �. If At is in state x, beforethe request, then it moves to state yi if and only ifi�1Xj=1�(x; yj) < U(s; %; x; t)� iXj=1�(x; yj)Finally, we note that every barely random algorithm gives rise to a distribution-speci�ed algorithmin a natural way. Let A = NXi=1 piAibe a barely random algorithm. Let A0 be the distribution-speci�ed algorithm de�ned as follows. Ifs is a start state and % is a sequence of requests, letA0(s; %) = NXi=1 piAi(s; %)We call A0 the distribution-speci�ed algorithm generated by A.Lemma 3.1 If A0 is generated by a barely random algorithm A, then �costA0 � �costAProof: Suppose A = PNi=1 piAi. Let s be the start state, % the request sequence, and r the nextrequest. Let � =PNi=1 pixi and � =PNi=1 piyi, where xi = Ai(s; %) and yi = Ai(s; %r). Then�costA0 = ��� � NXi=1 pidxiyi = �costAsince PNi=1 pi(xi; yi) is a transport from � to �.4 Migration on Two PointsIn this section we consider the page migration problem when the metric space M has only twopoints, x and y. We call such a space an edge. We give a randomized algorithm, EDGE, that is(2 + 12D)-competitive on any edge, and show that this constant is optimal.The edge is a special case of the uniform space of n points, fx1; x2; : : : ; xng, in which dxy = `for all x 6= y, ` a �xed constant. Since we are always free to change the scale of distance, we canassume without loss of generality that ` = 1. The optimal work function can be written as a vector(b1; b2; b3; : : : ; bn), of non-negative integers, where bi = !s;%(xi). The o�sets derived from !s;% haveparticularly simple form.All costs are non-negative integers, and therefore the property (wf1) implies the following lemma.10
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(0,D) (0,D-1) (0,1) (0,0)Figure 1: The o�set functions for migration on two points. Each o�set function is a pair of integers(!(x); !(y)), one of which is zero, the other between 0 and D. Only the part where !(x) = 0 isshown, the other part is symmetric. A label z : c, for z = x; y and c = 0; 1, on an edge means thatthis edge corresponds to the change of the o�set function when the request is on z and that theoptimum cost of this move is c.Lemma 4.1 In the uniform space of size n, any optimal o�set function �s;% has the following form:bi is an integer in the range [0; D], and at least one bi is zero.In the case of the edge fx; yg, Lemma 4.1 implies that there are 2D� 1 optimal o�set functions,each of the form (0; b) or (b; 0), where b is an integer between 0 and D. Figure 1 shows how the o�setfunction changes in response to a request.Algorithm EDGE. De�ne the barely random algorithmEDGE = 2DXi=1 12DEDGEiwhere the EDGEi are deterministic algorithms de�ned as follows. Let si be the position of EDGEi'sserver. If r is a request and not every EDGEi has its server at r, pick the smallest j such thatsj 6= r. EDGEj moves its server to r, while all other EDGEi do not move their servers. By anabuse of notation, we shall also use EDGE to denote the distribution-speci�ed randomized algorithmgenerated by this barely random algorithm. (The costs are the same.)Let � be the current o�set function, and let b = �(y)��(x). Let pb = D+b2D . By simple induction,it is easy to see that algorithm EDGE maintains the following probability distribution:�(x) = pb �(y) = p(�b) = 1� pbThus if the current o�set function is (0; b) then � = (D+b2D ; D�b2D ).Let � be the distribution prior to processing request r, and let � be the distribution after process-ing request r. The service cost of the request is �(y) if r = x, and �(x) if r = y. The movement cost11



of the request will be D times the transport cost, D � ��� , which will be zero if � = �, a possibilitywhich only occurs when � = (0; D) and r = x or � = (D; 0) and r = y, and is 12 in all other cases.For example, if the request is at x, and if �(x) = (D + b)=2D (with b < D), then the algorithmbehaves as follows. If the server is currently at x, then it stays at x with probability 1. If the serveris currently at y, then it is moved to x with probability (1=2D)=((D� b)=2D) = 1=(D � b) and itstays at y with probability 1� 1=(D� b).Theorem 4.2 EDGE is CD-competitive for CD = 2 + 12D .Proof: We use the following potential function.� = D�jb)jXi=1 �12 + i2D�Since all de�nitions are symmetric with respect to x and y, we can assume, without loss ofgenerality, that the current o�set function is (0; b). We analyze the change of the potential in twocases: when the request is on x, and when the request is on y. In both cases we need to show that�costEDGE +�� � CD ��costOPT:In fact, since it is useful in the lower bound proof later, we show the equality holds:�costEDGE +�� = CD ��costOPT: (4)Equation (4) and Equation (3, Section 2.2) together imply that Inequality (2) of Section 2.2 holds.Since initially � = 0, and � � 0 for all o�set functions, we can conclude that EDGE is (2 + 1=2D)-competitive.Case 1: Request on x. The subcase b = D is trivial, since all terms in (4) are zero. Suppose thatb � D � 1. The new o�set function is (0; b+ 1).We have �costEDGE = �(y) + 1=2, �� = � (1=2 + (D� b)=2D), and �costOPT = 0. Therefore�costEDGE +�� = D � b2D + 12 � �12 + D � b2D � = 0 = CD ��costOPT:Case 2: Request on y. We can assume b � 1. (If b = 0 and the request is on y, just exchange thelabels \x" and \y" and reduce to Case 1.) Then the new o�set function is (0; b� 1).We have �costEDGE = �(x) + 1=2, �� = 1=2 + (D � b+ 1)=2D, and �costOPT = 1. Therefore�costEDGE + �� = D + b2D + 12 + 12 + D � b+ 12D = 2 + 12D = CD ��costOPT:This completes the proof. 12



Theorem 4.3 No randomized on-line algorithm for the page migration problem on two points canbe c-competitive for any c < CD.Proof: Suppose A is any randomized algorithm for the page migration problem on two points. Wewill de�ne a potential function 	 that assigns a value 	(�; !) 2 IR+ to each distribution � and o�setfunction !. We will also give an adversary strategy for generating requests such that(i) 	 is bounded.(ii) For request sequences generated by this adversary, the inequality�costA +�	 � CD ��costOPT (5)holds at each request.(iii) The adversary can generate a sequence of arbitrarily high optimum cost.We �rst show that the above three conditions su�ce to prove the statement of the theorem.Summing (5) over an adversary sequence givescostA + 	f �	i � CD � costOPTwhere 	i and 	f are the initial and �nal values of 	, respectively. If A were c-competitive for c < CDthen for some constant a, costA � c � costOPT + a, so that(CD � c) � costOPT � a�	f +	i:By (iii), the left side can be made arbitrarily large, contradicting the fact that the right side isbounded.We now give a potential function 	 and prove that it satis�es the three conditions. Let b =�(y)� �(x) as before. Let q be the probability that A's server is at x. Let �A =j q� pb j, and de�ne	 = �+D ��A;where � is the potential used in the upper bound analysis above. Note that 	 is bounded, sinceboth � and �A are bounded.We �rst remark that we can assume that if the o�set function is a characteristic function at apoint, A will be concentrated at that point, according to a theorem of [16]. Let the adversary makerequests as follows:� If q < pb, the adversary requests x.� If q > pb, the adversary requests y. 13



� If b = D, we can assume that q = 1. The adversary requests y.� If b = �D, we can assume that q = 0. The adversary requests x.� If j b j< D and q = pb, the adversary requests either x or y arbitrarily.We now verify (5). Using (4) and the de�nition of 	, (5) is equivalent to�costA +D ���A � �costEDGE; (6)where ��A is the change in �A.Case 1: The adversary requests x. In this case the new o�set function is (0; b+1). Suppose that afterthe request A has mass q0 at x. Then costA = 1�q+D jq � q0j, D ���A = D jq0 � pb+1j�D jq � pbj,and costEDGE = 1� pb + 1=2. Since q < pb < pb+1,�costA +D ���A = 1� q +D ��q � q0��+D ��q0 � pb+1���D jq � pbj� 1� q +D jq � pb+1j �D jq � pbj= 1� q +D (pb+1 � pb)= 1� q + 1=2� 1� pb + 1=2= �costEDGECase 2: The adversary requests y. In this case the new o�set function is (0; b� 1). Suppose thatafter the request A has mass q0 at x. Then costA = q+D jq � q0j, D ���A = D jq0 � pb�1j�D jq � pbj,and costEDGE = pb + 1=2. Since q � pb > pb�1,�costA +D ���A = q +D ��q � q0��+D ��q0 � pb�1���D jq � pbj� q +D jq � pb�1j �D jq � pbj= q +D (pb � pb�1)= q + 1=2� pb + 1=2= �costEDGEFinally, we must show that the adversary will generate sequences of arbitrarily large optimal cost.At each step, �costOPT = 1 if jbj increases, and is 0 if it decreases. (The way we de�ne our adversary,b must change at each step.) Since its maximum value is D, in any request sequence of length n thevalue of jbj must increase at least (n�D)=2 times, and thus costOPT � (n�D)=2, which can be madearbitrarily large by choosing su�ciently large n. 14



5 Uniform SpacesIn this section, we de�ne a distribution-speci�ed randomized algorithm, UNIFORM, which is ageneralization of EDGE, for any uniform space, i.e., a metric space M where dxy = 1 for all distinctpairs x; y 2M .Let � be the current o�set function. For each x 2M we de�ne its weight ask�(x) = D � �(x)D + �(x) :We let UNIFORM have the distribution�(x) = k�(x)Py2M k�(y) :Note that if M has only two points, UNIFORM is EDGE.Theorem 5.1 In a uniform space, UNIFORM is (2 + 12D)-competitive for D = 1; 2.Proof: First we give the proof for D = 1. By Lemma 4.1, the o�set function � is uniquely de�ned bythe number of points a� of o�set 0. UNIFORM is simply the uniform distribution on those points.We de�ne the potential by �(�) = �a = 2(a� 1)=a;where a = a� . We must show that in every move�costUNIFORM +�� � 52 ��costOPT: (7)Let � be the current o�set function, let a = a�, and let r be the new request point. We have twocases.Case 1: �(r) = 0. The new o�set function #(�^r) has one point of o�set 0, namely r. Then�costOPT = 0, �costUNIFORM = 2(a� 1)=a, �� = �2(a� 1)=a, and therefore (7) holds.Case 2: �(r) = 1. Then the new o�set function has a + 1 points of o�set 0. Thus we have�costOPT = 1, �costUNIFORM = 1 + 1=(a+ 1), and �� = 2a=(a+ 1)� 2(a� 1)=a. Thus we have�costUNIFORM +�� = 1 + 1a+ 1 + 2a(a+ 1) � 1 + 12 + 1 = 52 ��costOPT:This completes the proof for D = 1.Now we sketch the proof forD = 2. Each o�set function � is de�ned by two sets: the set of pointsof o�set 0, and the set of points of o�set 1. Let a� and b� denote, respectively, the cardinalities ofthose sets. 15



Given an o�set function �, such that a� = a and b� = b, UNIFORM's distribution, �, is speci�edas follows: �(x) = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: 33a+b if �(x) = 013a+b if �(x) = 10 if �(x) = 2We de�ne a potential function as follows:�a;b = 8>><>>: 4� 3a+2 � 93a+b if b � 64� 9a+2 + 2b�33a+b if b � 6:We must show that, for every move�costUNIFORM +�� � 94 ��costOPT:Veri�cation of this inequality involves elementary though tedious calculations, and is left to theinterested reader.Conjecture: UNIFORM is (2 + 12D )-competitive for each D � 3.Subsequent to this work, Lund, et al. [17] constructed a randomized algorithm for the uniformcase that is CD-competitive for all D. Their algorithm is a di�erent generalization of the two pointalgorithm.6 TreesWe de�ne a �nite metric space M to be a tree if its points are the vertices of an acyclic connectedgraph whose edges have nonnegative weights, and its distances are the weighted path lengths in thatgraph. Given such anM , there is just one such graph, and we will freely use graph terminology (suchas \edge") for M when we really mean the associated weighted graph. We will denote an edge of Mbetween vertices x; y 2 M by fx; yg, and the set of all edges of M by E. For x; y 2 M , we denotethe set of vertices that are on the unique path in M from x to y by [x; y].In this section we present a (2 + 12D )-competitive algorithm, FACTOR, for trees. In the nextsection we show that this algorithm can be extended to products of trees, that is metric spaces thatare Cartesian products of trees with the L1 metric.Algorithm FACTOR is based on a technique called \factoring" that divides one instance of thepage migration problem on a tree M to a number of instances of the problem on two-point spaces,one for each edge of M . 16



We refer to the page migration problem on M as PMPM . PMPM \induces" in a natural way anon-line problem PMPe on each edge e = fx; yg, which we view as space of two points at distancedxy. The removal of e disconnects M into two subtrees Mx and My , containing x and y, respectively.Let F e : M ! e = fx; yg take Mx to x and My to y. For convenience we abbreviate F e(z) by ze.The induced request sequence %e is given by F e(%) = re1re2 : : : rem. An algorithm A on M induces analgorithm Ae in PMPe as follows: Whenever A moves its server from u to v, Ae moves a server fromue to ve.Lemma 6.1 For any request sequence, %, and initial position s, costA(s; %) =Pe costAe(se; %e).Proof: For a move from u to v, A pays D � duv while Ae, for e = fx; yg, pays D � dxy if [x; y]� [u; v]and zero otherwise. Thus for any movement of the server, the cost incurred by A is the sum of allthe movement costs incurred by the Ae. Similarly, any remote access cost incurred by A is the sumof all the remote access costs incurred by the Ae.Corollary 6.2 If each Ae is c-competitive then A is c-competitive.Proof: By Lemma 6.1 the cost of an optimal algorithm OPT for PMPM is the sum of the costs ofthe induced algorithms OPTe. The cost of each OPTe, however, can be no less than the optimumcost in PMPe, and Ae is c-competitive compared to that optimum cost.Comment: Note that in the general case, when we allow positive additive constants in the de�ni-tion of competitiveness (see Inequality (1)), the additive constant of A will be the sum of the additiveconstants of all the Ae, and thus it can depend on the size of the tree. However, in our applicationall Ae will have additive constant zero, and thus so will A.As suggested by Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 6.2, we will construct FACTOR such that eachFACTORe is a copy of EDGE. This will show that FACTOR is CD-competitive.De�ne the barely random algorithmFACTOR = 2DXi=1 12DFACTORiwhere the FACTORi are deterministic algorithms de�ned as follows. Let si be the position ofFACTORi's server. Let r be a request, and let T denote a continuous subtree of M . Pick ŝiaccording to the following program:ŝ1  rT  [s1; ŝ1]for i from 2 to 2D doŝi  the nearest point to si in TT  T S[si; ŝi] 17



Each FACTORi then moves its server to ŝi.Theorem 6.3 If M is a tree then FACTOR is CD-competitive on M , for CD = 2 + 12D .Proof: FACTORei = EDGEi for every edge e and all i = 1; : : :2D. Thus FACTORe = EDGE. ByCorollary 6.2, we are done.FACTOR can be extended to in�nite trees and to dynamic trees. By a dynamic tree we meana tree that can grow branches during the request sequence. More precisely, at every step a requestr is given by (a) choosing an edge fx; yg of T and putting a branch point w on [x; y] (so thatdxy = dxw+dwy), (b) attaching r to T via w, and (c) specifying the length rw of the new edge fr; wg.Let T 0 be the tree obtained from T after executing (a)-(c). FACTOR then satis�es the request at raccording to its normal algorithm.Let T be the initial tree, and consider the �rst time that it is modi�ed. Let % be the requestsequence up to this time. Assume we replace fx; yg by edges fx; wg, fw; yg, and fw; rg as above.The actions performed by FACTORi on % would have been the same had the new edges alwaysbeen present. Hence the cost incurred by FACTOR can be no more than 2+1=2D times the optimalcost to serve % starting with T 0 rather than T . On the other hand, the optimal cost to satisfy %starting with T 0 can be no more than the optimal cost starting with T , since any move that cantake place in T can also take place T 0, and the distances in T 0 are no more than the distances inT . Extending this argument inductively on the sequence of dynamic modi�cations, we conclude thatFACTOR is (2 + 1=2D)-competitive on dynamic trees. Since FACTOR does not need to know theentire tree to run correctly, an in�nite tree can be treated as a dynamic tree.7 Cartesian ProductsIn this section we show that FACTOR can be used to design an optimally competitive randomizedalgorithm for any product of trees, by using one instance of FACTOR in each dimension [6]. Themost common examples of such product topologies include hypercubes and meshes.For i = 1; 2, let Mi be a metric space with distance function di. The Cartesian product setM1 �M2 has a natural metric d de�ned byd(x;y)(u;v) = d1xu + d2yvWe refer to d as the L1 metric on M1 �M2.If Ai is an algorithm for the page migration problem on Mi, we de�ne an algorithm A1 � A2 forthe page migration problem on M1 �M2 as follows. Let (s1; s2) be the start position of the server inthe product space. Let % = (r11; r12) : : : (rn1 ; rn2 ) be any request sequence in M1 �M2. For i = 1; 2, letx1i : : :xni be the service of the request sequence r1i : : :rni in Mi using algorithm Ai, starting at si. Then18



A1 � A2 serves % with the service sequence (x11; x12) : : : (xn1 ; xn2 ). The Cartesian product constructionworks for both deterministic and randomized algorithms, i.e., if each Ai is deterministic, A1 �A2 isdeterministic, while if each Ai is randomized, A1 � A2 is randomized. We leave it to the reader toverify that if Ai is c-competitive for each i, then A1 � A2 is c-competitive.The product construction for two metric spaces and on-line algorithms for the page migrationproblem extends naturally to products of �nitely many spaces. Thus we obtain the following result.Theorem 7.1 If M is a Cartesian product of �nitely many trees, then there is a CD-competitiverandomized algorithm for the page migration problem on M .In particular, Theorem 7.1 holds for hypercubes and meshes, since a hypercube is the N -foldproduct of two-point spaces, and a mesh is the Cartesian product of linear graphs (�nite subsets ofthe real line).8 Deterministic AlgorithmsIn this section we consider deterministic algorithms. First we will give an optimal (2+ 12D )-competitivealgorithm for the vector space IRn, which we call BARY, the barycentric algorithm. We then gener-alize BARY to an arbitrary continuous tree.Next, we will prove that there is no general deterministic algorithm for the page migration problemwith competitive constant better than 8527 , for D = 1. Finally, we will give an optimal 3-competitivealgorithm for three points and D = 1.8.1 Page Migration in IRnA point x 2 IRn is an n-dimensional real-valued vector. Fix an arbitrary norm k�k in IRn. Thendxy = kx� yk is a distance function.To construct deterministic algorithms for IRn we use a technique called \barycentric simulation."If � is any distribution on IRn, de�ne the barycenter of � as�� = Xx x�(x)Lemma 8.1 Let � and � be two distributions on IRn. Then d���� � ��� .Proof: Let � be any transport from � to �. We havek�k = Xx Xy kx� yk�(x;y)= Xx Xy k(x� y)�(x;y)k19



� Xx Xy (x� y)�(x;y)= Xx xXy �(x;y)�Xy yXx �(x;y)= Xx x�(x)�Xy y�(y)� k��� ��k:The third step follows from the triangle inequality on the norm.Theorem 8.2 Let A be a randomized algorithm for IRn that maintains a �nite distribution on thelocation of its server and is c-competitive against an oblivious adversary. Then there exists a c-competitive deterministic algorithm, BARY(A), for IRn.Proof: BARY(A) simulates A on the request sequence and computes the distribution � of the serverof A on IRn. BARY(A) keeps its server on ��, the barycenter of �.By Lemma 8.1, the movement cost of BARY(A) cannot exceed the expected movement cost ofA at any given step. If r is the request point, we can consider r to be a distribution supported byfrg, and the barycenter of that distribution is trivially r. Thus, by Lemma 8.1, the remote servicecost of BARY(A) cannot exceed the expected remote service cost of A, at any given step.Theorem 8.2 indicates that randomization cannot help improve competitiveness on IRn. Onthe other hand, it allows us to construct several deterministic algorithms using known randomizedalgorithms.Theorem 8.3 There is a (2+ 12D)-competitive deterministic barycentric algorithm for page migrationin IRn under the L1 metric.Proof: For n = 1, this theorem follows from a barycentric simulation of FACTOR in the real line.We �rst note that if requests are made in IR1, then the dynamic tree constructed in the mannerdescribed in Section 6 can be uniquely embedded in IR1. Thus, it makes sense to refer to thealgorithm FACTOR on IR1.Second, we show that EDGE is (2 + 1=2D)-competitive on the real line segment [0; 1], under therestriction that all requests occur at endpoints. Algorithm EDGE is well-de�ned: it always keepsits server at either endpoint according to the desired probability. We must ensure that the optimumcost on such a sequence cannot be decreased by placing the server at positions inside the interval.By induction on the request sequence, one may show that the optimum work function has the form!(x) = min( !(0) +D � dx0!(1) +D � dx1 )20



Hence the minimum value of the work function always occurs at the endpoint, and the update costsare the same as in the two point case. Therefore algorithm EDGE is (2 + 1=2D)-competitive onthe line segment, which implies FACTOR is (2 + 1=2D)-competitive on IR1. The competitiveness ofBARY(FACTOR) follows by Theorem 8.2.To extend this to IRn under the L1 metric, simply observe that IRn is a n-fold Cartesian productof IR1 and apply Theorem 7.1.Theorem 8.4 There is a bD-competitive deterministic barycentric algorithm for page migration inIRn, where bD is a function de�ned in [23] that tends to 1 + � as D grows large.Proof: Westbrook's randomized algorithm [23] is bD-competitive competitive in any metric space.A barycentric simulation yields a deterministic algorithm with equivalent competitive ratio. Someof the values are b1 = 3, b2 = 2:75, b3 � 2:667, b4 � 2:667,and bD ! 1 + � � 2:618 as D growslarge.8.2 An Optimal Deterministic Algorithm for Continuous TreesIn this section we generalize BARY to an arbitrary \continuous tree." Let T be a tree in which eachedge e has some length 0 � l(e) � 1. Consider each edge e of T to be an interval of length l(e) andconsider the union of these edges, attached according to T . We call this space the continuous treebased on T . Any space which is obtained from some edge-weighted tree in this fashion is called acontinuous tree. Let [x; y] denote the set of points w 2M that lie on the path between x and y, i.e.[x; y] = fw j dxw + dwy = dxyg.We �rst note that if requests are made in a continuous tree M , then the dynamic tree constructedin the manner described in Section 6 can be uniquely embedded in M . Thus, it makes sense to referto the algorithm FACTOR on M . In the rest of this section, we de�ne the barycentric algorithmBARY for any continuous tree M , and prove that it is (2 + 12D)-competitive.The goal of barycentric simulation is to �nd a point �� such that for all z 2 M , d��z � ��z . It isrelatively easy to �nd such a point in IRn, but continuous trees are somewhat more complicated. Webegin by considering a simple case.Let weights w1; w2 2 IR+ be placed at points u; v 2M , respectively. We de�ne the barycenter ofu and v with respect to weights w1 and w2 to be the unique point x such that dux = duv �w2=(w1+w2)and dxv = duv �w1=(w1+ w2).Lemma 8.5 Suppose w1; w2 2 IR+, and u; v; u0; v0 are points in M . Let x be the barycenter of u andv with respect to w1 and w2, and x0 be the barycenter of u0 and v0 with respect to w1 and w2. Then(w1 + w2) � dxx0 � w1 � duu0 + w2 � dvv0 .Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume that w1+w2 = 1, since otherwise we can normalize21



the weights. It is also su�cient to prove that if x00 is the barycenter of u0; v with weights w1; w2 thendxx00 � w1duu0 , because then the symmetric inequality dx00x0 � w2dvv0 and the triangle inequalityimply the lemma.Let y be the point in [u; u0] nearest v, i.e., y is the branch point of the unique Y-shaped subsetof M whose three end points are u, u0, and v. Then either x 2 [u; y] or x 2 [y; v], while eitherx00 2 [u0; y] or x00 2 [y; v]. If x 2 [u; y] and x00 2 [u0; y], thendxx00 = duu0 � dux � du0x0= duu0 � w2duv � w2du0v� duu0 � w2duu0� w1duu0On the other hand, if x00 2 [y; v], then x; x00 2 [u; v], hencedxx00 = jdxv � dx00v j= w1jduv � du0v j� w1duu0The remaining case, x0 2 [y; v], is similar.For n > 2, let weights w1; w2; : : : ; wn 2 IR+ be placed at points u1; u2; : : : ; un 2 M , respectively,and let u02 be the barycenter of u1 and u2 with respect to weights w1 and w2. We de�ne the barycenterof u1; u2; : : : ; un with respect to weights w1; w2; : : : ; wn as the barycenter of u02; u3; : : : ; un with respectto weights w1 + w2; w3; : : : ; wn, recursively. If w1 = w2 = : : : = wn, we say simply \the barycenter ofu1; u2; : : : ; un" for short. Notice that the barycenter depends on the order of the points u1; u2; : : : ; un.As an example, the reader may wish to consider a star with three edges of lengths 1, 2, and 3,respectively, and weight 1 on each leaf.Lemma 8.6 Let w1; w2; : : : ; wn be weights in IR+, and let u1; u2; : : : ; un; v1; v2; : : : ; vn be points inM . If �u is the barycenter of u1; u2; : : : ; un with respect to w1; w2; : : : ; wn, and �v is the barycenter ofv1; v2; : : : ; vn with respect to w1; w2; : : : ; wn, then (Pni=1 wi) � d�u�v �Pni=1 wi � duivi.Proof: We use induction on n. The n = 1 case is trivial, and the n = 2 case is Lemma 8.5.Suppose n > 2. Let u02 be the barycenter of u1 and u2 with respect to weights w1 and w2, andlet v02 be the barycenter of v1 and v2 with respect to weights w1 and w2. Since �u is the barycenterof u02; u3; : : : ; un with respect to w1 + w2; w3; : : : ; wn, and �v is the barycenter of v02; v3; : : : ; vn withrespect to w1 + w2; w3; : : : ; wn then by induction, nXi=1wi! � d�u�v � (w1 + w2)du02v02 + nXi=3wi � duivi22



� w1 � du1v1 + w2 � du2v2 + nXi=3wi � duivi= nXi=1wi � duivi :The second inequality follows from Lemma 8.5.Lemma 8.7 Let w1; w2; : : : ; wn be weights in IR+, and let u1; u2; : : : ; un be points in M . If �u isthe barycenter of u1; u2; : : : ; un with respect to w1; w2; : : : ; wn, then for all z 2 M , (Pni=1 wi) � d�uz �Pni=1 wi � duiz.Proof: This follows from Lemma 8.6 by setting each vi = z.We now construct a barycentric simulation of FACTOR. Recall that FACTOR simulates theactions of 2D di�erent deterministic algorithms, FACTORi for i = 1; : : :2D, and chooses one atrandom to actually execute. Let si be the position of FACTORi's server. Then BARY(FACTOR)'sserver will be at the barycenter of s1; : : :s2D.Theorem 8.8 BARY(FACTOR) is (2 + 12D)-competitive on any continuous tree.Proof: By Lemma 8.6 the movement cost of BARY cannot exceed the expected movement cost ofFACTOR. By Lemma 8.7, the remote access cost of BARY cannot exceed the expected remote accesscost of FACTOR.Finally, we show BARY(FACTOR) achieves the best competitive ratio possible on a continuoustree.Theorem 8.9 Let A be an algorithm, randomized or deterministic, for the page migration problemin the interval [0; 1]. Then A is no better than (2 + 1=2D)-competitive.Proof: By Theorem 8.2, we may assume A is deterministic. Consider only sequences consisting ofrequests on points 0 and 1. Let s denote the position of A's server. De�ne a randomized algorithm,B, that keeps its server only on points 0 or 1 according to the following distribution �: �(0) = ds1and �(1) = ds0. Observe that A is exactly BARY(B). It is easy to verify (just reversing the proofof Lemma 8.5) that for request of point 0 or 1, the cost to A equals the expected cost to B. But byTheorem 4.3, B is no better than 2 + 12D -competitive.8.3 A Lower BoundBlack and Sleator [6] conjectured the existence of a 3-competitive deterministic page migration al-gorithm for all metric spaces and for all values of D. In this section we disprove this conjecture bydemonstrating that for D = 1 no deterministic page migration algorithm for general metric spacesis c-competitive for any c < 8527 . 23



Lemma 8.10 There exists a 4-point metric space, K, and an initial server position, x 2 K, suchthat for any deterministic competitive on-line algorithm A there is a request sequence % with thefollowing properties:1. costA(x; %) � 8527costOPT(x; %) and costOPT(x; %)� 1;2. A(x; %) = OPT(x; %) = u. That is, after serving %, both A and the optimal o�-line algorithmend with the server at the same point, u.Proof: The �nite space K has four points x; y; z; t with distances: dxy = 7, dxz = 20, dxt = 10,dyz = 14, dyt = 17 and dzt = 10 (See Fig. 2.)
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yFigure 2: Metric space used in the lower bound proof. Diagonal lengths are \shortest path" distances.We now give an adversarial strategy for picking a request sequence % given that the server isinitially at x. The adversarial strategy is illustrated by the tree in Figure 3, where notation v : rmeans that in response to A moving its server to v, the adversary makes the next request on r. Wegive a description of the strategy below. The notation rr+ means that the adversary generates twoor more requests to point r until A moves the server to r. By a theorem of [16], we may assume thatA eventually moves the server to r.1. Request y. If the on-line server stays at x, go to next step. If the on-line server moves to y, zor t, request xx+ and halt. The optimum cost is 7, and A's cost is at least 28.2. Request z. If the server moves to y, go to next step. If the server moves to z or t, request yy+and halt; the optimum cost is 21, and A's cost is at least 71. If the server stays at x, requestzz+ and halt; the optimum cost is 21, and A's cost is at least 67.3. Request t. If the server moves to t, go to next step. If the server moves to x, request zz+ andhalt; the optimum cost is 31, and A's cost is at least 98. If the server stays at y or moves to z,request tt+ and halt; the optimum cost is 27, and A's cost is at least 85.4. Request z. If the server moves to z, go to next step. Otherwise, request zz+ and halt; theoptimum cost is 31, and A's cost is at least 98.5. Request t. If the server moves to t, go to next step. Otherwise, request tt+ and halt; theoptimum cost is 37, and A's cost is at least 118.24
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By Lemma 8.10 in each phase i we haveBi = costA(x; %i)� c � costOPT(x; %i) = �8527 � c�costOPT(x; %i) � �;for some � > 0. By using the space with arbitrarily large cardinality the value of PiBi can bemade arbitrarily large. Hence for % = %1%2%3 � � � there is no constant ax for which costA(x; %) �c � costOPT(x; %) + ax, and so A cannot be c-competitive.8.4 An Algorithm for Three PointsThe results of Black and Sleator [6] imply that there is a 3-competitive algorithm for each D and eachmetric space with two points. In this section, we show a 3-competitive algorithm for any three-pointmetric space and D = 1. We do not know whether there is a 3-competitive algorithm for 3 pointspaces with D > 1.Our three-point algorithm is based on a technique called forgiveness that has been recently used inan 11-competitive algorithm for 3 servers [8]. This technique exploits the exibility in the de�nitionof work functions. In the previous sections, our algorithms took advantage of the fact that theoptimal o�set functions for the edge, uniform space, and tree can be compactly characterized andare �nite in number. With arbitrary three point spaces, however, the set of optimal o�set functionscan be very complicated. (The reader may wish to try computing the optimal o�set functions for themetric space given by the 3-4-5 triangle as an example.) In fact, for some three point spaces thereare in�nitely many optimal o�set functions.In general, forgiveness decreases some values of the current work function in order to simplify theform of the corresponding o�set function. The term \forgiveness" comes from viewing the on-lineproblem as a game played against an adversary. At each turn, the adversary chooses a request thatthe algorithm must serve, but the adversary must also pay something to serve the request. Thework function provides a lower bound on the cost incurred by the adversary. By decreasing the workfunction we forgive the adversary some of that debt.Theorem 8.12 Let M be a metric space with only three points. Then there is a 3-competitivealgorithm in M for D = 1.Proof: Let !i denote the work function at the time of request ri+1, and �i = # (!i). Let !0 = �s,where s is the initial server location. To compute !i+1, we �rst compute !0 = !i^ri. We then choose!i+1 so that1. !i+1(x) � !0(x) for all x,2. min(!i+1) = min(!0), 26



3. the o�set function �i+1 = #!i+1 always has one of just four forms given below. (These formshave properties (wf1) and (wf2) from Section 2.)If !i is a work function for %i = r1r2 � � �ri then clearly !i+1 is a work function for %iri+1.Notation. We will label the three points of our space relative to the location of the on-lineserver. The point containing the on-line server is always labeled A, and the other two points arelabeled B and C arbitrarily. Let a be the length of the side opposite the point currently labeled A,i.e. dBC. We de�ne the quantities b and c similarly. After the on-line server moves, we permute thelabels as necessary. For the sake of succinctness, we will describe each o�set function � as a vector� = (�(A); �(B); �(C)).We consider four forms, where a form is described by a current o�set function �, and somecondition involving A;B;C and �. In each form, �(A) = 0. Thus, our server is always located at aminimum point of the o�set function.Form 1: � = �A, the characteristic function of A, that is, � = (0; c; b). The potential is � = 0.Form 2: c � maxfb; ag and � = (0; 0;minfb; ag). The potential is � = 2 � c.Form 3: � = (0; 0; 0). The potential is � = 2 �maxfc; bg.Form 4: maxfc; bg � a and � = (0; 0; a� c). The potential is � = 3 � c+ b� a.Let � be the current o�set function. By �costadv we denote the cost charged to the adversary forrequest r. As mentioned before, the algorithm will forgive after updating the current o�set function,and therefore the charge to the adversary is simply �costadv = min(�^r).We now give the algorithm A, and show that on any request�costA +�� � 3 ��costadv : (8)For request ri+1, we havemin(�i^ri+1) = min(( #!i)^ri+1) = min(!i^ri+1)�min(!i)= min(!i+1)�min(!i) (9)Using Equation (9) in Equation (8), and summing over the request sequence % = r1 : : :rm, we canconclude that costA(s; %) � 3 � min(!m). Although min(!m) is not necessarily the optimal lowerbound on the cost to serve the sequence, it is a lower bound, and competitiveness follows.In each of the above forms, if the request is on A then the server stays on A and the new o�setfunction is �A. Both costs are zero. The new form is of type 1, with potential zero, and thus (8)holds. Therefore we can restrict our attention to requests on B and C.27



Form 1: Without loss of generality, the request is on B. We do not move the server, and our costis c. The adversary's cost is c, and the new o�set function is(0; 0;minfb; a; b+ a� cg):If c � maxfb; ag, the o�set function is (0; 0;minfb; ag), and we are at Form 2. If c � maxfb; ag, weforgive the o�set function to (0; 0; 0), obtaining Form 3. In either situation, the potential � increasesfrom 0 to 2 � c, and we obtain�costA +�� = 3 � c = 3 ��costadv :Form 2: If the request is on B, we move the server to B. Our cost is 2 � c, the adversary cost iszero, and the o�set function becomes �B, a permutation of Form 1. The potential decreases by 2 � c,so (8) is an equality.If the request is on C and b � a, we leave the server at A. The o�set function becomes (0; a�b; 0),a permutation of Form 4 with potential 3 �b+c�a. Our cost is b, and the adversary's cost is b. Then�costA +�� = 3 � b� (c+ a� b) � 3 � b = 3 ��costadv :If the request is on C and b � a, we move the server to B (yes, to B not to C). The o�setfunction becomes (b� a; 0; 0), a permutation of Form 4 with potential 3 � a+ c� b. Our cost is b+ c,and the adversary's cost is a. Then�costA + �� = 3 � a = 3 ��costadv :Form 3: Without loss of generality, the request is on B. We move the server to B. The o�setfunction becomes �B , a permutation of Form 1. Our cost is 2 � c, and the adversary's cost is zero.The potential decreases by at least 2 � c, so (8) holds.Form 4: If the request is on B, we move the server to B. The o�set function becomes �B , apermutation of Form 1. Our cost is 2 � c, and the adversary's cost is zero. The potential decreasesby 3 � c+ b� a. Then �costA +�� = 2 � c� (3 � c+ b� a) � 0;so (8) holds.If the request is on C, we do not move the server. The o�set function becomes (c+b�a; c; 0), ourcost is b, and the adversary's cost is a � c. We forgive the o�set function to (0; c; 0), a permutationof Form 2, with potential 2 � b. Then, since b � a, we have�costA +�� = 2 � b+ a� 3 � c � 3(a� c) = 3 ��costadv :This completes the proof. 28
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